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1. Introduction
Today, we are observing a sweeping trend toward the construction of a
broadband environment through FTTH, ADSL, CATV, and third-generation cellphone network. The changes in the network environment are matched with the
emergence of new communication devices such as networked game machines and
music downloadable mobile phones. Also becoming available are new services,
for example, online games for multiple players to participate simultaneously, and
“ring songs” services that distribute not only melodies but also actual real pieces
of music to cell-phones. Advances in the communication network environment and
the corresponding emergence of new devices and services, coupled with increasing
number of channels of television broadcasting thanks to the penetration of BS, CS,
and CATV services to households, are driving the demand for more robust media
content (content circulated through media), both quantitatively and qualitatively.
That is why the preparation of content production and distribution systems is
urgently required.
Of course, an understanding of the actual status of production and distribution
of media content is indispensable as a prerequisite to any examination of framework
for preparing efficient systems for production and distribution of media content.
However, much of the media research to date remained simple aggregations of sales
figures, etc. released by the industrial associations of respective media, conducted
from the viewpoint of the media. Media are the channels on which the content
travels. Rarely did past research directly measure the actual state of production
and distribution of the content itself. As the number of media types increased and
the number of channels for television broadcasting skyrocketed, the number of
media on which a particular content travels is increasing. And consumptions of a
particular content by a number of media (multiuse) are becoming more common.
This is making it even more difficult to measure the dynamic trends in media
content properly by conventional method.
With this understanding, this article quantitatively organizes and analyzes
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current state of content production and distribution systems from the viewpoint
of the content itself, with the objective of revealing the structure and mechanism
of the media content production and distribution systems in this multimedia,
multichannel-era.
To begin, we will indicate in Chapter 2 the definition and categorization of the
media content and types covered in this research and the procedures of aggregating
these data. In Chapters 3 and 4, we will quantitatively indicate the actual state of
production and distribution of media content in terms of both value and volume.
And in Chapter 5, we will engage in analysis that is necessary to understand recent
trends in the media content market, such as the state of multiuse distribution and
analyses of the trends of network distributed content types.

2. Definition and categorization of media content
2.1 Definition of media content
In this article, media content is defined as “informational content that is
distributed over media for broad consumption by the public, with the added
condition that content is distributed as an economic activity and forms a market.”
First, media content is “distributed over media for broad consumption by
the public.” Here, “media“ is not limited to the so-called “mass media”; such
as newspapers and broadcasts, but also include wide range of personal media,
including “PC Internet” and “mobile phone Internet.”* “Media” is categorized
into three types: “packaged media,” such as CDs, DVDs, and paper media;
“communications/broadcast network media” referring to communications and
broadcasting; and “theater media” motion pictures, etc. All of these three types of
media categorizations are included in this article. On the other hand, the content
of live concerts, etc. is not included in “media content”, since it is not carried via
“media.” However, the content of live concerts, etc., distributed via packaged media
or communications/broadcast network media, is included as media content.
Secondly, media content is “content.” Here, “content” refers to information
whose expressed substance itself, rather than operation or function, is recognized
as having value. Accordingly, computer programs—such as word-processing
software and spreadsheet software— are not included in “content” in this article*.
Conversely, game software is recognized as having value not only in terms of
operations and functions but also its expressed substance itself. Thus it is included
in “content.”
* In this article, accessing the Internet by using a PC (personal computer) as a terminal is referred to
as “PC Internet,” while accessing the Internet by using a mobile phone as a terminal is referred to as
“mobile phone Internet.” Use of both together is referred to simply as “Internet.”
* Thus, as a concept, “content” is more limited than “work” as defined by the Copyright Act.
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Third, media content is “distributed as an economic activity and forms a
market. Thus, informational content that is not intended for mass distribution
or that does not have a distribution market was not included in this survey. For
example, personal video letters, business promotion videos, vanity publications—
none of these content types has a market and thus does not meet the definition of
media content. There are two formats in the way media content “forms a market”:
one is “sales revenues model”, in which end users (content consumers) pay some
consideration for the content, and the other is “advertising revenues model”, in
which advertising of some sort is distributed with the content and the advertiser
pays a consideration for the content instead of the end user. Both formats are
covered by the definition in this article.
FigureFigure
2-1: Scope
of media
targeted
2-1: Scope
of media
targetedbybythis
thisarticle
article
Packaged media
- CDs and tapes
- Videos (cassettes and DVDs)
- Console games (for home games and PCs)
- Newspapers
- Magazines
- Books
- Comics
Broadcast network media
- Terrestrial TV broadcasts
- BS TV broadcasts
- CS TV broadcasts
- CATV broadcasts
- Radio broadcasts

Media

Communications network media
- PC Internet
- Visual images (motion pictures, television programs,
video images, etc.)
- Music
- Games
- E-mail publications, etc.
- Mobile phone Internet
- Melodies signaling incoming calls (ring tones), songs
signaling incoming calls (ring songs)
- Games
- Standby displays
- E-mail publications, etc.
- Online databases
- Network karaoke
Theater media
- Theaters
- Arcade games
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Figure
2-2: 2-2:
Scope
ofofmedia
contenttargeted
targeted
by this
article
Figure
Scope
media content
by this
article
Content not targeted

Targeted media content

Content not carried via media
Examples: Live concerts, etc.

Informational content that is distributed over
media for broad consumption by the public, with
the added condition that content is distributed as
an economic activity and forms
a market..
Examples: Motion picture content
Television programs
Game software
Music (CDs, tapes)
Radio programs
Newspaper articles
Magazine articles
Database articles, etc.

Content whose value does not rest with the
content of its expression per se
Examples: Word-processing software,
spreadsheet software, etc.
Content that does not form a clear market
Examples: Video letters (private
communications)
Business promotion videos
Literary coterie magazine
Books published at one’s own
expense
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articles”
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and
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programs”
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through theprograms”
medium of through
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most cases, media
content
“television
medium of
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distribution was completed when a particular content type was distributed through the
In most cases, media content distribution was completed when a particular content
media for which it was originally intended in a one-to-one relationship (primary release
type
was distributed through the media for which it was originally intended in a
window). Secondary distribution only existed as exceptional cases.
one-to-one relationship (primary release window). Secondary distribution only
existed as exceptional cases.
As media has developed and become more diversified, however, the relationship
As media has developed and become more diversified, however, the
between media and content has become more and more complex. In other words, the
relationship between media and content has become more and more complex. In
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becoming more common.
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of television broadcasting channels and the spread of broadband access, the
distribution models for media content promises to become even more diverse and
complex.
Figure 2.3 shows the recent changes in the media content multiuse distribution
model. In order to properly observe these changes in the media content distribution,
it is important to survey the actual conditions as to how particular media content is
put through a number of media channels for multiuse distribution.
In this article, we refer to“multiuse” as distribution of any media content
through a number of media, while maintaining the integration of the content.
Consequently, a television program’s reproduction into a movie, resulting in the
loss of identical content, for example, is not included in multiuse definition in this
article. Under other circumstances, some content may be used as a resource in
another content. For example, musical pieces may be used in TV programs. We will
refer to such cases as “resource use” and separate them from multiuse.
Figure 2-3: Multiuse distribution of media content (conceptual image)
Media/content
TV programs

Distribution media
TV broadcasts

Motion picture content

Movie theaters

Video content

Video sales, rental

Newspaper articles

Newspaper sales

Magazine articles

Magazine sales

Literary content
Database articles
Internet-only content

Book sales
Online databases
Internet (PC, mobile phones)

Primary distribution
Multiuse distribution
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2.3 Concept of categorization
As is clearly shown in Figure 2-3, as the one-source, multiuse phenomenon
becomes more widespread, situations will arise where one-source content is carried
over multiple media channels. For example, one source visual content may be
released in movie theaters, soled and rented out as videos, and aired over television
broadcast. When viewed from the other angle, different types of content can be
carried in a common media channel, for example, content originally produced for
television broadcast as the primary release window, and content originally produced
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carries
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andthat
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There
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the cases,:
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a
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we haveetc.adopted
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window. Thus, we decided to classify each content type based on the medium for which
we considered that the unique characteristics of a particular content type are largely
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picture
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in
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consistently put in the category of the “motion picture content.”
primary release window was aired on television later through a multiuse distribution
channel, it is consistently put in the category of the “motion picture content.”
Figure 2-4: The framework of categorization
Figure 2-4: The framework of categorization
Viewpoint of previous market

View point of this study

Viewed by medium

Medium a

Medium b

Medium c

Medium d

Content A

Market A: Type 1 Market A: Type 2 Market A: Type 2 Market A: Type 2
(multiuse
(multiuse
(primary
(multiuse
distribution)
distribution)
distribution)
distribution)

Content B

Market B: Type 1 Market B: Type 2 Market B: Type 2
(primary
(multiuse
(multiuse
distribution)
distribution)
distribution)

Content C

Viewed by content type
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2.4 Media Content Categories

2.4.1 Basic categories
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2.4 Media Content Categories
2.4.1 Basic categories
In this article, we categorize each content type based on the medium for which
the particular content type was originally intended as primary release window. For
example, a particular content intended originally for television broadcasting was
put in the “television program” category, while that intended for release in movie
theaters was put in the “motion picture” category. Similarly, content intended
originally for circulation in newspaper was put in the “newspaper” category. We
then looked at these categorized media content, and created three broad categories
to describe them: “visual content”, “audio content”, and “text content.” As to game
software, we considered its value as informational content primarily rests with its
visual content, so it is put in the “visual category.”
When this process is completed, the basic media content categories can be
represented as shown in Figure 2-5.
Figure 2-5: Media Content Categories and Distribution Media
Media content category
Motion pictures

Media for primary
release
Theaters

Visual

Video content

Sales, rentals

Terrestrial TV
programs
Satellite TV
programs
CATV programs

Internet original
content

Terrestrial TV
broadcasts
BS broadcasts, CS
broadcasts
CATV broadcasts
Home games, PC
games, arcade games
PC Internet/mobile
phone Internet

Music content

CDs, tapes

Radio programs
Internet original
content
Newspaper articles

Radio broadcasts
PC Internet

Comics

Comic books

Magazine articles

Magazines

Literary content
Database articles
Internet t original
content

Book, pocketbooks
Online databases
PC Internet/mobile
phone Internet

Game software

Audio

Newspapers

Major media for secondary release
(multiuse)
Videos*, satellite broadcasts, CATV, terrestrial
broadcasts, PC Internet/mobile phone Internet
PC Internet (mobile phone Internet, satellite
broadcasts, CATV, terrestrial broadcasts)
Videos, satellite broadcasts, CATV, PC Internet/
mobile phone Internet
CATV, satellite broadcasts, terrestrial broadcasts,
PC Internet (videos)
(Videos, satellite broadcasts, terrestrial broadcasts)
PC Internet/mobile phone Internet

Rental CDs, cable radio, network karaoke, PC
Internet/mobile phone Internet
PC Internet (cable radio, mobile phone Internet)

Text

Online databases, PC Internet/mobile phone Internet
Books, pocketbooks, PC Internet/mobile phone
Internet
Books, online databases, PC Internet/mobile phone
Internet
Pocketbooks, PC Internet/mobile phone Internet
Offline databases on CD-ROM, etc.

Note: The media in parentheses ( ) do not currently form a distinct market or are difficult to access.
*”Video” includes sold and rented video.
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2.4.2 Supplementary categories
In order to analyze the digital and network transformation of the media content
market, we adopted the following supplementary categories in addition to the basic
categories mentioned in the above. These supplementary categories are based on
media types, rather than content itself as with the basic categories.
First of all, in order to analyze the growth of digital format content in the
media content market, we divided the media content into two subcategories,
i.e., digital content and analogue content in accordance with properties of the
distribution media. Next, in order to grasp the trends of network-distributed media
content, we further broke down the digital content into network-distributed content
and the others. Network-distributed content comprises the digital content because
all of the media that can carry network-distributed content run on digital formats.
Figure 2-6: R
 elationship between distribution media and digital/
analog content and network-distributed content
Content category

Digital content

Distribution media

Network-distributed
content

PC Internet, mobile phone Internet, other communications
networks (network karaoke, online databases)

Non-network-distributed
content

Videos (DVDs), terrestrial digital broadcasts, satellite
broadcasts (digital), games, records (CDs), offline databases

Analog content

Theaters, videos (cassettes), terrestrial broadcasts (analog),
satellite broadcasts (analog), CATV, records (tapes, etc.),
cable radio, radio, newspapers, books, magazines

*”Video” includes sold and rented video.

3. Overview of media content production
3.1 Definition of production and producer
In order to understand what is going on in the entire content production
industry, it is first necessary to clearly define the scope of content production and
content producer. In fact, content production does not have a fixed form, and there
are so many different types of people involved that the actual work being performed
widely varies from content type to content type. This makes it extremely difficult to
come up with an accurate generalization for the entire industry and come up with
the definition. Here, we tried to organize it as much as possible.

3.1.1 Defining Content Production
The supply chain from content production through to distribution can be
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broken down into a five-step process (1) planning; (2) original work creation, (3)
production of a master copy, (4) manufacturing, and (5) distribution. The following
is a general description of each step in the process.
1. Planning

1. Planning
2. Original work
2.
Original work
creation
creation
3.
Production
3. Production
of aof a
master
copy
master copy
4. Manufacturing
Manufacturing

5. Distribution
5.
Distribution

Planning of the concept and other aspects of the content

Planning of the concept and other aspects of the content
Creation
of the original work, whether it be novel, screenplay,
musical pieces, or other content.
musical pieces, or other content.
Followingthe
theoriginal
originalwork,
work,a amusical,
musical,
theatrical,
other
Following
theatrical,
or or
other
type
of
performance
is
conducted,
and
this
is
recorded
type of performance is conducted, and this is recorded to to
produceaamaster
mastercopy.
copy.
produce
The
content
The master
master copy
copyisisused
usedtotomanufacture
manufacturepackaged
packaged
content
through
or or
similar
through printing
printing and
and bookbinding,
bookbinding,CD
CDpressing,
pressing,
similar
processes.
processes.
The
onon
various
media
for distribution
The content
contentisisthen
thenplaced
placed
various
media
for distribution
Creation of the original work, whether it be novel, screenplay,

Depending on the characteristics of a particular type of content, one or more steps in

Depending on the characteristics of a particular type of content, one or more
this process may be omitted. For example, while music or visual content must be
steps in this process may be omitted. For example, while music or visual content
performed in order to create a master copy, publishers can use the original work as the
must be performed in order to create a master copy, publishers can use the original
master copy as it is, so the process of “production of a master copy” is omitted. As for
work
as the master copy as it is, so the process of “production of a master copy” is
television and network-distributed original content, there is no need to manufacture a
omitted.
As for television and network-distributed original content, there is no need
package for the primary release, as is the case with CDs, so the manufacturing step is
to
manufacture
a package for the primary release, as is the case with CDs, so the
omitted.
manufacturing step is omitted.
the of
series
of such
process
such as mentioned
the above,
content
production
Of theOf
series
process
as mentioned
in the above,incontent
production
is defined
in
is
defined
in
this
article
as
“the
process
that
starts
with
planning
and
this article as “the process that starts with planning and results in production results
of a
in production
of acontent.”
master This
copyisof
somewe
content.”
is production
because we
consider
master
copy of some
because
consider This
content
covered
in
content
production
covered
this article
limitedthe
to expressed
a creativecontent
activity
this
article
must be limited
to ain
creative
activitymust
that be
prescribes
that
the
expressed
content of thestep
informational
Thus,
of
theprescribes
informational
content.
Thus, “manufacturing”
of packaging acontent.
master copy,
“manufacturing”
step of packaging
a masterfalls
copy,
suchthe
as definition
printing/bookbinding
such
as printing/bookbinding
and CD pressing,
outside
of content
production
. The scope
of outside
the content
is shown
in figure
4.1.scope of the
and CD pressing,
falls
the production
definition process
of content
production.
The
content production process is shown in figure 4.1.
Figure3-1:
3-1:Scope
Scope ofof
content
production
Figure
content
production

Planning

Proposal

Creation of original
work
- Songwriting
- Book writing

Original work
Production of
master copy
- Recording
- Editing etc.

etc

Master
copy

Packaging
- CD pressing
- Printing/bookbinding

etc.

Scope of “software production” in this article

3.1.2 Defining content producer
Because we defined content production as “the process that starts with planning and
results in production of a master copy of some content”, content creators should be

defined as “anyone involved in the process that results in the creation of a master copy.”
- 11 -
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3.1.2 Defining content producer
Because we defined content production as “the process that starts with
planning and results in production of a master copy of some content”, content
creators should be defined as “anyone involved in the process that results in the
master
copy.”
This includes
array
people, such
as create
writersthe
and
This creation
includesof
a awide
array
of people,
such asa wide
writers
andofcomposers
who
composers
who createwriters
the original
works,arrangers
screenplay
writers
musicworks
arrangers
original
works, screenplay
and music
who
adaptand
original
for
who
adapt
original
works
use in media
content, the
actors
and film
musicians
who
use in
media
content,
actors
andformusicians
who perform
works,
and stage
perform
works,
and stage directors
whoand
oversee
the performances,
and
directors
who the
oversee
thefilm
performances,
and editors
producers
who oversee the
editors
and
producers
who
oversee
the
entire
content
production
process.
Figure
4.2
entire content production process. Figure 4.2 diagrams these different activities.
diagrams these different activities.
We must
keepthat
in mind
theseproducers
content producers
are not necessarily
We must also
keep also
in mind
these that
content
are not necessarily
involved
involved
only
with
one
type
of
media
content
production.
Musicians,
for
example,
only with one type of media content production. Musicians, for example, obviously
obviously
would
be
involved
with
creating
music
content,
but
they
can
also be
would be involved with creating music content, but they can also be involved with the
involved with the musical aspects of producing various types of visual content.
musical aspects of producing various types of visual content. Thus, it is difficult to
Thus, it is difficult to categorize content producers very narrowly by different types
categorize content producers very narrowly by different types of content.
of content.
Figure 3-2: Content Producer Scope

Copyright owners

- Writers, composers, animators
- Playwrights, arrangers
- Film directors, stage directors,
etc.

Owners of related rights

Performers
- Actors, TV personalities
- Singers, artists, etc.

(Consignment contracts, etc.)

- Other production staff
members
(art, recording, lighting, etc.)

Visual/audio-related personnel

- Editors, producers, etc.

Text-related personnel

Figure 3-2: Content Producer Scope

*Owners of related rights: Performers, etc., who play important roles in communicating the copyrighted work to the audience.

3.2 Estimating the values and volume of production

3.2 Estimating the values and volume of production

It is difficult to clearly delineate content producers by content category. However, even

It is difficult
towork
clearly
content
producers by
content category.
though content
producers
on delineate
many projects
“concurrently”,
documentation
from

evenusthough
content
producers
work on
projects paid
“concurrently”,
each However,
industry tells
the volume
of content
produced
andmany
the amounts
to content
documentation
each
tells
usmacroeconomic
the volume ofview
content
producers
(productionfrom
value),
andindustry
this gives
us a
of anproduced
industry. and
In

the amounts paid to content producers (production value), and this gives us a
macroeconomic view of an industry. In this article, we used the content production

this article, we used the content production volumes (volumes of master copies) and the
amount paid to the content producers (production values) to gauge the size of the media
content production industry.
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volumes (volumes of master copies) and the amount paid to the content producers
(production values) to gauge the size of the media content production industry.
When someone other than the media companies (external producers) produces
content, there are generally two types of remuneration models for the content
producer.
Pay for work performed
(content production fees)
Residual income
(royalties, secondary use fees, etc.)

Payments made, such as subcontracting fees and
manuscript fees, for production work or the
results of such work (master).
Payments made for the use of content in
consideration of the copyrights and related rights
held by the content producer.

The form of remuneration that an external content producer receives is determined

Thebyform
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that
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for content
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mostly
by
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production
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a
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In
the
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case
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content
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performance
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or other
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a
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uses, while with music, performer compensation is usually based on residual income.
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while
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income for content producers or writers consists of royalties and other residual
income.
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Thus,
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it is notproduction
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income
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Thus,
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the total
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Thus,
in
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the
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content
production
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production
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not
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production
income
distributed
to content
producers based
on total
content fees),
sales. but also our best
estimate of the value of residual income distributed to content producers based on
total
content
sales. the unit of measure for content production volumes for visual
We also
standardized
We
also
standardized
the“hours.”
unit of For
measure
for content
production
volumes
for
content and audio
content as
measuring
text content
volumes,
however,
visual
contentas
and
audioofcontent
measuring
content
volumes,
using “hours”
a unit
measureasis“hours.”
difficult,For
so we
used “B5text
pages”
by conversion
however,
instead of using
hours..“hours” as a unit of measure is difficult, so we used “B5 pages” by
conversion instead of hours..
3.3 Current status and trends of production values and volumes
3.3.1 Current status of production values and volumes
The total value of media content produced in FY2004 was ¥3.9182 trillion. A breakdown
by content type shows visual content at ¥2.2218 trillion, which accounts for 56.7% of all
content. Audio content accounted for the smallest proportion at ¥0.3289 trillion, or 8.4%
of the total. Text content was ¥1.3676 trillion, or 34.9% of the total.
The volume of media content produced in FY204 was 870,000 hours of visual content,
- 13 -
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3.3 Current status and trends of production values and volumes
3.3.1 Current status of production values and volumes
The total value of media content produced in FY2004 was ￥3.9182 trillion. A
breakdown by content type shows visual content at ￥2.2218 trillion, which accounts
for 56.7% of all content. Audio content accounted for the smallest proportion at
￥0.3289 trillion, or 8.4% of the total. Text content was ￥1.3676 trillion, or 34.9%
of the total.
The volume of media content produced in FY204 was 870,000 hours of
visual content, 729,000 hours of audio content, and 50.14 million B5 pages of text
content.
Figure 3-3: Size of the Media Content Market (2004)
Media content
type

Production
volume
(H=hours). (MP=
million pages)

Production value
(billion yen)

(Product costs)

402H

96.5

Film production

Video content

1,600H

32.0

Video content production

Terrestrial TV
programs

310,514H

1791.2

Program production (by broadcaster)

Satellite TV
programs

469,931H

186.7

Program production (by broadcaster
and content producer)

CATV programs

86,153H

13.2

Program production (by broadcaster
and content producer)

Game software

1,444H

102.2

870,043 H

2,221.8

Motion pictures

Visual content
total

Software production, royalties

10,952H

177.7

Master creation, royalties

Radio programs

717,569H

151.1

Program production (by broadcaster)

Audio content
total

728,521 H

328.9

Newspaper
articles

16.43MP

840.6

Comics

1.88 MP

55.0

Magazine articles

13.84 MP

302.0

Manuscript fee, royalties, editing
expenses

Literary content

14.07 MP

128.0

Manuscript fee, royalties, editing
expenses

Music content

Database articles

3.92 MP

42.0

Text content total

50.14 MP

1,367.6

Total content production value

Newspaper company’s production
costs
Manuscript fee, royalties

Personnel costs for content production

3,918.2

Note: Note: Text content was converted to the standard page, which is a B5 page of text. (Newspaper
pages are multiplied by 15 to convert them to the standard page, magazine articles are multiplied
by 1.5.)One game software is equivalent to 75 minutes of play time.
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3.3.2 Trends of production values and volumes
The trends of production values for visual content, audio content, and text
content have all remained unchanged since 2002. On the other hand, the trends of
production volume for visual content and text content increased over the previous
year, while audio content had a slight decline.
Figure 3-4: Trends of content production values
(unit: trillion yen)
Year

2004

2003

2002

2000

Visual content

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.7

Audio content

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.5

Text content

1.4

1.3

1.3

1.3

3.9

3.9

3.9

4.5

Total

Figure 3-5: Trends of content production volume
Year

2004

2003

2002

2000

Visual content

870,000 hrs.

794,000 hrs.

898,000 hrs.

1,109,000 hrs.

Audio content

729,000 hrs.

733,000 hrs.

572,000 hrs.

557,000 hrs.

Text content

50 million pages 49 million pages 50 million pages 47 million pages

Notes:   Text content is converted into B5 pages.
             The method for calculating scale of radio program production was changed in 2003.

3.3.3 Breakdown of production values and volumes
Looking at the production value in each subcategory, terrestrial television
programs had the largest share of all visual content accounting for 45.5% of the
total production value, followed by satellite television programs that accounted for
4.7%. Other visual content combined accounted for 6.2%. Of the audio content,
music accounted for 4.5% of the total, while radio programs accounted for 3.9%.
Of the text content, newspaper articles had the largest share, with 21.4% of total
production, followed by magazine articles at 7.7% and literary content at 3.3%.
Looking at the volume produced by media type, we found that satellite
television programs accounted for the majority of visual content at 54.0% of the
total. The total value of satellite television programs produced was about one-tenth
of that for terrestrial television programs, but the production volume was much
greater than that of terrestrial television programs.
This can be attributed to the growing number of panoply of programs in
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specific genres such as sports, etc., and inexpensive programs procured from
overseas in response to the growing number of television channels made available
by the spread of satellite digital broadcasts. In audio content, radio programs
accounted for the lion’s share at 98.5% of all audio content. Text content
production is more or less evenly spread between all content types: newspaper
articles accounted for 32.8%, followed by literary or book content with 28.1%, and
magazine articles with 27.6%.
Figure 3-6: Media content production values

(2004)

Figure 3-6: Media content production values (2004)
Text
content/
Literary content
Magazine articles 3.3% 2.5%
7.7%

Terrestrial TV programs

Text content
34.9%
Newspaper 21.5%
articles

Visual content
45.7%

Total:
¥3.9182 trillion

56.7%

Audio content
8.4%

3.9%
Radio programs
4.5%
Music content

6.2%

4.8%

visual
Satellite TV programs
content/Other

Figure 3-7: Media content production volumes (2004)

Figure
3-7:
Media
content
production
volumes
(2004)
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
0%

10%

20%

Visual content

30%

40%

50%

54.0%

80%

90%

35.7%

98.5%

32.8%

28.1%

CATV
programs

1.5%

1.5%

Literary content

28.1%
Literary content

0.4%
9.9%

Music
content

98.5%

32.8%
Newspaper articles

0.4%

100%

9.9%
Music content

Radio programs
Radio programs

Newspaper articles

100%

Other

Terrestrial TV programs CATV
Otherprograms

35.7%

54.0%

Audio content

Text content

70%

Terrestrial TV programs

Satellite TV programs

Audio content

Text content

60%

Satellite TV programs

Visual content

90%

Magazine articles

Magazine articles27.6%

27.6%

other

11.6%
other
11.6%

4. Overview of media content distribution
4.1 Modeling of the market structure
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Today rarely is the release window of media content distribution closed within a single
media. Instead, a one-source, multiuse market in which content is rolled out over an
array of different media is becoming commonplace. In order to gain a quantitative
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4. Overview of media content distribution
4.1 Modeling of the market structure
Today rarely is the release window of media content distribution closed
within a single media. Instead, a one-source, multiuse market in which content is
rolled out over an array of different media is becoming commonplace. In order to
gain a quantitative understanding of one-source, multiuse content distribution, we
organized the distribution market of each type of media content as follows.
First, we labeled the first release window for a certain content type the primary
distribution market, and all other release windows were labeled the multiuse
market. This corresponds to the definition of media content given in Section 2. For
example, television programs have television broadcasts as their primary release
window, and distribution by television broadcast becomes the primary distribution
market. If the program is released to the video market, this corresponds to the
multiuse market.
We assume that in the multiuse market the content itself is not changed, other
than possibly a small amount of editing, before being put onto another distribution
channel. In Apart from the multiuse market, there is a “resource use market” which
engages in the use of other content, in part or in whole, as a resource for creating
new content. For example, if a television program introduces a video clip from a
motion picture, this is resource use of the motion picture content in a television
broadcast. When some piece of music is used as a resource in a television program,
this is resource use of music content in a television program.
In most cases, however, it is difficult to obtain relevant data on the resource
use market, so it is difficult to measure content distribution volumes or content
sales values.
Depending on the types of content, exports to overseas market represent large
share of the total sales, as in the case of game software. Some content is exported
as packaged products, while in other cases rights such as copyright are licensed
to overseas companies for production. Obtaining data is especially difficult in the
latter case.
To summarize the above, we created a tree-shaped market structure model
shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Model of the media content distribution market
Media content
Foreign Imports

Primary distribution market
Distribution over the medium for
which a particular content was
originally created
Rerun market
Repeatedly running content on its
primary distribution medium
(E.g., TV reruns)

Multiuse market
Distribution through
another medium (E.g.,
motion pictures shown
on TV)

Overseas
Content sold overseas

Resource use market
Use of existing content as
resources for creating new
content

Note: The Rerun Market is often
not recognized as separate from
the
Primary
Distribution
Market

4.2 Estimating the market size and distribution volume
Just as with content production, the media content distribution market can be
looked at from two angles: “distribution volume” and “market size.”
The type of statistical data on distribution volume that can be obtained varies
in accordance with the characteristics of distribution media. For example, both
video content and terrestrial television content are both visual content, in the case
of the former, statistical data on distribution volume is based on the number of
packages sold by the manufacturer and the total number of times the video is rented
out at rental video stores, while for the latter, the same is based on the total number
of hours that viewers view the broadcast program.
Generally speaking, while the distribution volume in packaged distribution
of content can be accurately measured, this does not translate into a measurement
of actual content usage at the user level in many cases. On the other hand, while
we can accurately measure transmission volumes and user reception volumes in
network distributed contents, there is no data that is equivalent to package sales
volumes and the like
The differences in the available data are caused in part by the different revenue
structures in each distribution media. In the terrestrial television versus video
scenario, terrestrial television broadcasting as a medium exists on advertising
revenues, and data on the number of hours that the final consumers watch the
content is a significant factor in determining advertising price structures. On the
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other hand, video content sales business exists on sales revenues, and the sales
volume of packaged content plays an important role. Consequently, we can assume
that “data directly related to the sales” is understood as the content distribution
volume.
In consideration of the above, in this article, we measured distribution volume
for each medium using the “distribution data most directly correlates to sales”
indicated in various statistical documents rather than conforming all metrics to a
general distribution volume concept for all media. Distribution volumes for each
medium were measured as described below.
As for content market size, we used the following rules to select and measure
financial data that most appropriately expressed the size of each market.
Medium

Method for calculating distribution volume
Number of packages shipped to the market (number of
Packaged media
videos, CDs, books, etc., shipped and sold) × average volume
of recorded information in each package (hours, pages, etc.)
Communication/broadcast Number of viewers × volume of content that viewers come in
network media
contact with (TV viewing hours, radio listening hours, etc.)
Number of theater customers × volume of content that
Theater media
customers come in contact with (average screening time, etc.)

Market

Method for calculating market size
Content sales and advertising revenue after subtracting the
Primary distribution market
multiuse portion
The subtracted multiuse portion in each media category was
Multiuse market
sorted into content categories and the total of each content
category was then added up.
Resource use market
Secondary usage fee paid to the rights holder

4.3 Current status and the trends of market size and distribution volumes
4.3.1 Current status of market size and distribution volumes
The size of the media content market in FY2004 reached ￥11.627 trillion.
Separated by distribution tier, the primary distribution market accounted for
￥8.8576 trillion, or 80.1% of the total market. The multiuse market accounted for
the remaining ￥2.2051 trillion, or 19.9% of the total. Broken down by content type,
visual content accounted for ￥5.752 trillion (44.4%), audio content for ￥0.9444
trillion (8.5%), and text content for ￥5.43 trillion (4.6%). In contrast to size of the
text content production market, the share of text distribution market was quite large.
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The media content distribution volumes were: visual content 174.1 billion
hours, audio content 30.9 billion hours, and text content 10,7521 billion B5equivalent pages.
Figure 4-2: Media content market size (2004)
By distribution tier

Content type

Multiuse market
19.9%
(¥ 2.2051
trillion)
Total
¥11.0627 trillion

Primary distribution market
80.1%
(¥ 8.8576 trillion)
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Text content
45.6%
JPY 5.043
trillion

Total
¥11.0627 trillion

Audio content
8.5%
(¥ 944.4 billion)

Visual content
45.9%
(¥ 5.0752
trillion)
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Figure 4-3: Media content market size and distribution volume (2004)
Market size

Distribution volume

Multiuse
market
(unit: 100
million yen)

Total
(unit: 100
million hrs.
or
100 million
pages)

Primary
distribution
market
(unit: 100
million hrs.
or
100 million
pages)

Multiuse
market
(unit: 100
million hrs.
or
100 million
pages)

Media content
category

Total
(unit: 100
million yen)

Primary
distribution
market
(unit: 100
million yen)

Motion pictures

7,993

2,109  

5,884  

64.6

2.6.

62

Video content

2,762

2,493

269

3.6

2.8

0.9

Terrestrial TV
programs

28,279

25,662

2,617

1,558

1,538

20

6,169

2,838

3,330

110.7

55.5

55.2

Satellite TV
programs

69

69

―

0.3

0.3

―

5,033

4,120  

913

2.9

1.5

1.4

448

448

―

0.4

0.4

―

Visual content
total

50,752

37,739

13,013

174,100
million hrs.

160,100
million hrs.

14,000
million hrs.

Music content

6,727

3,774  

2,954

33.4

2.1

31.4

Radio programs

2,713

2,709  

3

275.1.

275.1

0.005

Internet original
content

3

3

―

0.005

0.005

―

9,444

6,487  

2,957  

308.5

277.1

31.4

20,784

20,124

660

86,851

72,522

14,329

CATV programs
Game software
Internet original
content

Audio content
total
Newspaper
articles
Comics

5,862

3,328  

2,535  

7,945

6,068

1,877

13,228

11,707  

1,521  

11,210

10,249

961

Literary content

7,601

6,873  

728  

1,478

1,065

414

Database articles

2,638

2,001  

637  

24.9

6.7

18.2

318

318

―

10.9

10.9

―

50,431

44,350

6,080

10,752,100
million pages

8,992,200
million pages

1,759,900
million pages  

110,627

88,576

22,051

―

―

―

Magazine articles

Internet original
content
Text content total
Total

Note:   Text content was converted to the standard page, which is a B5 page of text. (Newspaper pages
are multiplied by 15 to convert them to the standard page, magazine articles are multiplied by
1.5.) One game is equivalent to 75 minutes of play time.
            The method for calculating the multiuse market for magazine articles was partially changed
beginning in 2004.

4.3.2 Trends in media content market size
Looking at the trends in the media content market, we can see that, overall, the
market had been shrinking, but the trends changed into slight increase since 2003
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and increased substantially in 2004. Though the visual content market is gradually
expanding, the text and audio content markets are gradually shrinking. Separated
by distribution tier, the primary distribution market trends changed from decrease
to slight increase, while multiuse market has been growing continuously. Broken
down by types of content, visual content market is on the increase little by little,
while text and audio content market are on the decrease.
Figure 4-4: Trends in media content market size (by distribution tier)
Trillion yen

12

10.9

10

1.6

10.8

10.9

1.9

2.1

11.1
2.2

8
Multiuse market

6
4

9.4

8.9

8.7

8.9

2000

2002

2003

2004

Primary distribution
market

2
0

Figure 4-5: Trends in media content market size (by content type)
Trillion yen

12

10.9

10.8

10.9

11.1

5.3

5.1

5.0

5.0

1.0

0.9

0.9

0.9

4.6

4.8

4.9

5.1

2000

2002

2003

2004

10
8
6

Text content

Audio content

Visual content

4
2
0

4.3.3 Breakdown of market size and distribution volume
Next, we look at the media content market size by distribution tier for FY2004.
In the primary distribution market, visual content accounted for 42.6%, and of
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that segment, terrestrial television programs had a significant share, equaling 29.0%
of the primary distribution market. Game software was next at 4.4%. Audio content
had a modest 7.3% share of the primary distribution market, with music and radio
programs accounting for 4.3% and 3.1%, respectively. Text content formed the
largest share of the primary distribution market with 50.1%. Within text content,
newspaper articles had the largest share and accounted for 22.7% of the entire
primary distribution market. This was followed by magazine articles at 13.2% and
literary content at 7.8%.
In the multiuse market, visual content accounted for 59.0% of the total,
and within this segment, motion pictures had the largest share at 26.7% of the
multiuse market. Satellite television programs followed with 15.1%. Audio content
accounted for 13.4% of the multiuse market. Audio content is made up of music
almost entirely.
Text content made up 27.6%% of the multiuse market, and in contrast to
the primary distribution market, its share was smaller than that of visual content.
Within text content, comics had the largest share and accounted for 11.5% of
the entire multiuse market. This was followed by magazine articles at 6.9% and
database articles at 2.9%.
In this way, the breakdown of the multiuse market differ markedly from
the breakdown of the primary distribution market differ considerably. The high
proportion of motion picture content in the multiuse market is caused by its robust
secondary use for television broadcasts and video creation, while high percentage of
satellite television programs in multiuse market is caused by its active use in CATV,
etc. The high percentage of music content is caused by its vigorous secondary use
in cable radio, network karaoke, ring tones and ring songs services, and others. And
the high percentage of comics is caused by their active use in books.
Figure 4-6: Media content market size (2004)
Primary distribution market
Other text content
Literary content

7.8%

6.4%

M ul t i u se m a r k e t

Terrestrial TV
programs
29.0%

Magazine
13.2%
Text content
articles
50.1%

22.7%

2.9%
Magazine
articles
6.9%

Total:
¥8.8576 trillion

7.3%

6.3%
26.7%

27.6%

Visual content
42.6%

Audio
content
Newspaper
articles

Other text content
Database articles

Comics

11.5%

Text content

Visual content

Total:
¥ 2.2051 trillion
Audio content
13.4%

4.7% Game

59.0%
15.1%

13.4%
9.0%

Other visual Music content
content

3.1%4.3%
Music content
Radio programs

Motion picture
content

17.2%

Satellite TV
programs

Other visual content
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Next, we discuss the media content distribution volumes for FY2004 separated
by distribution tire. In the primary distribution market, visual content was 160
billion hours, audio content was 27.7 billion hours, and text content was 8,992.2
billion B5-equivalent pages. In visual content, terrestrial television programs had
the largest share. In audio content, radio programs accounted for almost entirely
in the segment. In text content, newspaper articles had the largest share at 80.7%,
followed by magazine articles at 11.4%.
In the multiuse market, there were 14 billion hours of visual content, 3.1
billion hours of audio content, and 1,759.9 billion B5-equivalent pages of text
content. Looking at this by distribution media type, we find in visual content,
motion pictures had the largest share at 44.3%. The audio content segment
consisted almost entirely of music. In text content, newspaper articles had the
largest share at 81.4%, followed by comics at 10.7%.
As is demonstrated by the trends in the market size, multiuse market plays
a large role for the growing secondary use market of motion picture content,
television programs, music and comics, and the structure of this market is quite
different from that of the primary distribution market.
Figure 4-7: Media content distribution volume (2004)
Primary distribution market
0%

Visual content

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Terrestrial TV programs

Audio content

Other
（3.9%）

（96.1%）

Radio programs
（99.3%）

Other
（0.7%）

Magazine content （11.4%）
Text content

Newspaper articles
（80.7%）
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Multiuse market
0%

Visual content

Audio content

20%

40%

Motion picture content

60%

80%

Satellite TV programs

（44.3%）

（39.4%）

100%

Other
（16.3%）

Music content
（100%）

Comics （10.7%）
Text content

Newspaper articles

Other
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4.4 Current status and the trends of the network-distributed content market
4.4.1 Market Size and distribution volume of the network-distributed content
The size of network-distributed content market in 2004 totaled ￥690.1
billion. Looking at this figure by distribution tier, the primary distribution market
for Internet original content, online databases, and other such items totaled ￥277
billion, accounting for 40.1% of the total. The multiuse market, for example, for
secondary use of music content as ring songs, etc., totaled ￥413.1 billion, or 59.9%
of the total.
Looking at this market by content types, visual content was ￥194.3 billion
(28.2% of the total), audio content accounted ￥187.5 billion (27.2% of the total),
and text content was ￥308.4 billion (44.7% of the total). The large share of text
content is due to the large size of the online database market.
As for the distribution volume of network-distributed content, visual content
was 0.32 billion hours, audio content was 0.13 billion hours, and trillion pages for
text content was 1,517.1 billion B5 pages.
In 2004, the market size of the Internet original content was ￥76.9 billion
and its distribution volume was 40 million hours (total of visual content and audio
content) and 1.1 billion B5 pages for text content.
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Figure 4-8: Network-distributed content market size (2004)
By distribution tier

Primary
distribution
market
40.1%
Total: 690.1
billion yen

(¥ 277.0 billion )

By content type

Visual content
28.2%
Text content
44.7%

Total: 690.1
billion yen

(¥194.3 billion)

(¥ 308.4 billion)

Multiuse market
59.9%

(¥ 413.1 billion)
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Figure 4-9: Market size and distribution volume of network-distributed content (2004)
Market size

Distribution volume

Multiuse
market
(unit: 100
million yen)

Total
(unit: 100
million hrs.
or
100 million
pages)

Primary
distribution
market
(unit: 100
million hrs.
or
100 million
pages)

Multiuse
market
(unit: 100
million hrs.
or
100 million
pages)

Media content
categories

Total
(unit: 100
million yen)

Primary
distribution
market
(unit: 100
million yen)

Motion pictures

178  

―

178  

0.3

―

0.3.

Video content

269  

―

269  

0.9

―

0.9

Terrestrial TV
program

108  

―

108  

0.2

―

0.2

27

―

27

0.02

―

0.2

Satellite TV
program
CATV program

―

―

―

―

―

Game software

913  

―

913  

1.4

―

1.4

Internet original
content

448

448

―

0.4

0.4

―

Visual content
total

1,943

448

1,495

320
million hrs.

40
million hrs.

290
million hrs.

Music content

1,868

―

1,868

1.3.

―

1.3

Radio program

3

―

3

0.005

―

0.005

Internet original
content

3

3

―

0.005

0.005

―

1,875

3

1,871

130
million hrs.

0.5
million hrs.

130
million hrs.

512

―

512

14,325

―

14,325

37

―

37

78.5

―

78.5

144

―

144

682

―

682

Literary content

72

―

72

68

―

68

Database article

2,001

2,001

―

6.7

6.7

―

Internet original
content

318

318

―

10.9

10.9

―

Text content total

3,084

2,319

765

1,517,100
million pages

1,750
million pages

1,515,300
million pages

Total

6,901

2,770

4,131

―

―

―

Audio content
total
Newspaper article
Comics
Magazine articles

Note:   Note: Text content was converted to the standard page, which is a B5 page of text. (Newspaper
pages are multiplied by 15 to convert them to the standard page, magazine articles are multiplied
by 1.5.)One game is equivalent to 75 minutes of play time.
            The method for calculating the network-distributed content market for magazine articles was
partially changed beginning in 2004.

4.4.2 Market trends of network-distributed content market size
The trends of market size of network-distributed content registered a 73%
increase over ￥397.9 billion in 2002. , Broken down by content type, visual
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content had a 3.5-fold increase over ￥55.5 billion in 2002. Music content had
an approximately 1.4-fold increase over￥130.4 billion, and text content 1.5-fold
increase over￥212.1 billion. As for the network-distributed content, visual content
is growing at high speed, while text content represents a large share due to the large
market size of online database, as mentioned earlier. This promises a change in the
future in the breakdown by content type of the network-distributed content.
Figure 4-10: Trends of network-distributed content market size
100 million yen
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4.4.3 Breakdown of the network-distributed content market
As regards the shares by content categories in the total market size of the
network-distributed content, in visual content, game software had the largest share
at 13.2% of the total, followed by the Internet original content. Music accounted for
almost entire audio content. As regards text content, database articles accounted for
29.0%. This accounts for more than 60% of the total text content market.
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Figure 4-11: Network-distributed content market share by content type (2004)
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5. Trends in the media content market
5.1 Growth of multiuse distribution
Figure 5.1 shows the trends in the multiuse market as changes in its percentage
in the total media content market. We can see how multiuse market is growing
rapidly in recent years against the backdrop of increased content distribution
volume through new media such as multiple channels of television broadcasting
and the Internet.
Figure 5-1: Multiuse Market Percentage of the Media Content Market
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Figures 5-2 through 5-4 show the market size by content type for FY2004,
which tells us how much of each content type is being distributed over the primary
media channels. In these tables, the primary content types are arranged vertically
and primary distribution media are arranged horizontally forming a matrix. Here,
we attempted to understand how each type of media content is consumed in
multiuse context
1) Visual content
Motion pictures content type is advanced in terms of one-source, multiuse
distribution. Motion pictures are distributed over various multiuse distribution
channels including video, satellite broadcasters, cable televisions, terrestrial
television and so forth. Satellite television programs are also actively pursuing one
source, multiuse distribution with the emphasis on cable television.
Figure 5-2: The primary release media market size of visual content (2004)
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2) Audio content
As for multiuse distribution of music content, in addition to the established
distribution channels for audio content, such as cable radio, network karaoke, and
CD rentals, distribution of ring tones and ring songs, etc. through communication
networks account f a large share as recent trends. Multiuse distribution of radio
broadcast is virtually non-existent.
Figure 5-3: The primary release media market size of audio content (2004)
CDs,
tapes
Music content
Radio programs
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karaoke
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Networkring songs
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3) Text content
Text content in multiuse market is mainly distributed through established
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publication channels, such as books and pocketbooks, but secondary use through
network distribution has started in recent years. Newspaper articles had not
formed a multiuse market in the past, but fee-based distribution through network
distribution has been started in recent years.
Figure 5-4: The primary release media market size of text content (2004)
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Figure 5-5 presents the changes in the market sizes of primary content
types and the changes in the percentage of multiuse market (spread of multiuse
distribution) for each content type While both the market size and the multiuse
market of video content increased, the multiuse market share of both game software
and music increased, despite the market size of the both shrunk.  The multiuse
market percentage of motion picture content and satellite television program leveled
off for the most part, but their market sizes increased.
Figure 5-5: M
 ultiuse market percentages and market sizes for major media
content types (2000 and 2004)
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5.2 Unit price by distribution media type in multiuse
We identified major content types covered in this article that followed a more
or less fixed pattern as to the order of multiuse distribution. We then calculated the
unit prices in each of the release windows or distribution media for each content
type. Figure 5-6 shows how the unit prices change in accordance with the order
of multiuse distribution. (We divided the market size for each content type by the
distribution volume for each release window and plotted the results using the unit
price of the primary distribution market as an index, which was set at 100, to show
the changes.)
The rule of thumb for one-source, multiuse distribution of content through
release windows is the distribution of content in order from most expensive medium
to least expensive medium.
However, with motion pictures, currently the most active one-source, multiuse
market, the unit price for the video sales, the first step in the multiuse distribution,
is higher compared to the primary distribution market (movie theaters), but after
that, the unit price drops gradually following the steps of the multiuse distribution
process. This indicates that the price for the video sales is basically set for users
with a high demand for content ownership. This same trend can be seen in
magazine articles and comics whereby the unit price in the fist step of multiuse
distribution increases. However, music and literary content both see a gradual drop
in the unit price during the entire process of multiuse distribution.
Figure 5-6: Changes in unit prices in multiuse distribution
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Note:   Motion pictures =         Theaters → video sales → video rental → satellite
broadcast/CATV → terrestrial broadcast
Music content =         CD sales → CD rental → cable radio
Comics =
        Magazines (comic books) → books (comic books)
Magazine articles =        Magazines → books
Literary content =         Books → pocketbooks

5.3 T
 ransformation of the Media Content Market to Digital Formats
and Networks
Figure 5-7 shows the volume of digital content and network-distributed
content as a percentage of all media content (The volume of network-distributed
content comprises that of digital content.). The percentage of digital content in
2004 was 21.1%, which represents a 6 point-increase over 2000.
Figure 5-7: D
 igital Content and Network-Distributed Content Percentages
(2000 to 2004)
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Note:   Digital content =
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Network-distributed content = C ontent distributed through PC Internet/
mobile phone Internet, network karaoke, and
online databases

Categorizing this data by content type shows that digital content accounts
for over 60% and network-distributed content also accounts for a large share in
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the audio content category. Digital content accounts for more than 20% of visual
content, but network-distributed content only accounts for 3.8%. Meanwhile,
6.1% of text content is network distributed, which is larger than the figure for
visual content. However, the share of digital content is smallest in the text content
category, at a little under 8%.
Figure 5-8: T
 ransformation to digital content and network-distributed content
broken down by content types (2004)
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Figure 5-9 shows the digital content as a percentage of the volume of each
primary content type (increase in the share of digital content) relative to the market
size. The growth of digital content is conspicuous in the areas of satellite TV
programs and motion pictures, and this is contributing to considerable expansion of
the market size as well.
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Figure 5-9: D
 igital content percentages and market sizes for major content
types (2000, 2004)
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6. Conclusion
In this article, we quantitatively surveyed the current status of the media
content market in Japan focusing on the production and distribution of media
content. Particularly conspicuous in our findings was the growth in the area of
multiuse in the media content distribution market and a rapid increase in the
network-distributed content market.
We surveyed the trends in media content market sizes for the primary
distribution and multiuse distribution since 2000, and found that the content
distribution through primary release window remained sluggish, but content for
multiuse market has been growing. We also found the share of multiuse distribution
market in the total market size has been growing steadily. Further increase in
multiuse distribution market promises to continue to play a significant role in
influencing the trends of media content market as a whole in the future.
The total volume of network-distributed content in 2004 reached ￥690.1
billion. This is a 73% increase over ￥397.9 billion in 2002. Of all types of networkdistributed content, visual content grew markedly, registering approximately
3.5-fold increase over ￥55.5 billion in 2002. The share of network-distributed
content volume in the total media content market still remained only 6%, but we
anticipate a rapid growth in network-distributed content market in the future, such
as seen in the case of visual content today. We expect the increase in networkdistributed content market will become the driving force for the growth of the entire
media content market in the future.
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